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It can be argued that outdoor play is more important than ever for children. Throughout the pandemic children

have spent more time, understandably, indoors and on technology. For early childhood education programs,

outdoor play is actually one of the safest ways for children to interact under the current state guidelines. As the

temperature begins to drop it is more important than ever for us to get creative with ways to enjoy the

outdoors!

Written by Meghan Pallante, Delaware Stars Technical Assistant
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Importance of Outdoor Play

While playing outside children have the opportunity to run around and be active. In addition to the physical

benefits, having time for active play also helps them to focus on their activities in the classroom. Keep in mind

that almost any activity that can be done indoors, can be done outdoors!

Consider your curriculum and lesson plans. What activities could you move outdoors? Science is a great place to

start! Educators can look at the weather, seasons, plants/gardening, insects, and more.  Think about math

activities. Rather than using counters in a classroom, have children gather sticks or rocks to count. Outdoor

spaces are also great for messy or sensory play! Let children dig in the dirt! Provide them with opportunities for

water play. Encourage parents to always have an extra set of clothes available in case children need to change!
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As we move towards winter, this is typically the time when educators start questioning if they should be

bringing children outside. The good news is that children can spend some time outdoors everyday

regardless of temperature unless there is an advisory to stay indoors. There is a myth that children can

get sick from being out in cold weather but actually, the fresh air is great for children! The National

Resource Center for Health and Safety in Child Care and Early Education states that the viruses and

bacteria that make children sick and more likely to spread indoors. Getting children outside frequently in

the winter could help them to stay healthier. This is especially important this year as we begin to

navigate the pandemic through colder temperatures.  If you have felt hesitant to continue with outdoor

play in the winter, we are here for you with some ideas to help your program feel better prepared!

Outdoor Play in Cold Weather
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Policies- As with most things in early childhood education, it is best to start with thinking through your

program’s policies. It is beneficial to include information about outdoor play in your program

handbook so families know what to expect. Let them know that the children will be going outdoors

daily unless there is an advisory to remain indoors. This could include a heat or cold advisory or a

safety advisory. It would also be helpful to include information on the benefits of outdoor play so that

families can understand why this is an important part of the program. Remind families that this

includes infants!

Clothing- Families should be encouraged to bring in extra clothing that is appropriate for the current

temperature. Even children that are potty-trained should have extra clothes in case they get wet or

dirty. For winter, encourage families to bring in a warm coat, hat, scarf, and gloves/mittens every

day. Depending on your outdoor space, boots may be a good idea as well. If families have extra cold

weather items, they may want to leave a set in their classroom so that they always have it. 

Activities-

Weather- If you typically talk about the weather during circle time or a morning meeting,

consider doing this during outdoor time. Discuss what the temperature feels like and what articles

of clothing you need. 

Snow play- Many times in early childhood education we are conditioned to think that we cannot

go outside if the ground is wet or snowy. I challenge you to think about all of the benefits of snow

play. Just walking through snow provides an opportunity to use different muscles. Bring out some

magnifying glasses and look at different snowflakes. Discuss how every snowflake is unique.

Bring some watercolors or finger paint outside and let children paint the snow. You could even

use food coloring (be mindful food coloring could stain clothes)!

Temperature experiment- Bring containers of water to leave in the outdoor space. Record the

temperature each day and check on the water to see if it is frozen. You can even have children

make predictions on when or at what temperature the water will freeze. 

Create a “garden” of outdoor manipulatives - Encourage children to collect rocks, sticks,

pinecones, leaves, etc. The children can use these items to build structures or make patterns.

Nature walk- Invite the children on a naturewalk. What things are different in winter?



Keep in mind that these activities are considered outdoor exploration but not active

physical play. When doing these types of activities, we still want to be sure that

children are getting the appropriate amount of active play.

There may be times when there is a weather or safety advisory that requires everyone to stay indoors. It

is important to be prepared with activities that will help children burn off some energy! Try out some

different exercises with the children- aerobics, yoga, dancing, etc. If you have the space, invite the

children to create a safe, obstacle course. This is also an opportunity to talk about extreme temperatures

and how to be safe in different types of weather! 

 

It is important for us to recognize that outdoor play is not easy for all programs. Safety and space are

real issues for some programs. There are ways to think creatively about how your program could

incorporate active play and some of the benefits of the outdoors. Talk to your Technical Assistant if you

need support! In addition, some families may not be able to provide the appropriate outerwear for their

children. Consider asking for donations of extra supplies for your program. If you know families or

children that are growing out of items, see if they would consider donating them. Keep an eye on thrift

stores and second-hand groups on social media. These are great options for building a stash of extra

supplies! Another idea is to keep extra socks on hand to use as mittens, especially for infants and

toddlers. They may not be able to use their hands as well, but it will help keep their fingers warm!

 

The benefits of outdoor time are not just for children! Educators can also benefit from fresh air

throughout the day. It also provides opportunities to interact with the children outside of the classroom.

Spending time outdoors has become an especially important part of all of our lives this year. Getting

outside can even help us stay healthy. If we are properly prepared, cold weather should not put an end

to enjoying the outdoors!
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When Outdoor Play is Not an Option
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Professional Development

Connecting Children with Nature- DIEECPD Online

Active Bodies Build Active Minds- DIEECPD Online

Community Playthings- Bundle Up and Get Outside

Zero to Three- Tips for Active Play, Indoors and Out 

NAEYC- Rocking and Rolling. Fresh Air, Fun, and Exploration: Why Outdoor Play Is Essential for Healthy

Development

The Outdoor Classroom Project

UD Lab School’s Nature Preschool

Resources

You can register for these Professional Development workshops 

by going to: www.dieecpd.org/registry/calendar

https://www.communityplaythings.com/resources/articles/2017/winter-activities
https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/2639-top-5-tips-for-active-play-indoors-and-out
https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/2639-top-5-tips-for-active-play-indoors-and-out
https://www.naeyc.org/resources/pubs/yc/may2019/outdoor-play-is-essential
https://outdoorclassroomproject.org/about/the-outdoor-classroom/
https://www.labschool.udel.edu/pm-preschool-2s3s4s/
http://www.dieecpd.org/registry/calendar

